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Ford eyes Nebraska with hopes
By the Associated Press
President Ford attempts to stop the momentum of Ronald Reagan's
Republican presidential drive and build some momentum of Ills own today as
Nebraska becomes this week's principal political battleground.
The President, only two weeks ago a solid leader in the race for the
Republican presidential nomination, now trails Reagan m (he delegate count and
looks to the Nebraska presidential primary lo provide a psychological DOOM
going into next week's contests in Michigan and Maryland.
ALSO SCHEDULED TODAY arc a Democratic contest in Nebraska, with
Sen. Frank Church of Idaho, in Ins primary debut, the latest candidate 10 try 10
stop Jimmy Carter; a non-binding beauty contest in West Virginia, and a
party-run Democratic primary in Connecticut that is the first step in the
selection of that stale's 51 delegates.
But mist of the attention is on Nebraska, which has only IS delegates bul
which lias become a test of Ford's ability lo bounce back from four straight
setbacks-a crushing defeat by Reagan in Texas and losses last Tuesday in
Indiana. Alabama and Georgia.
The psychological stakes are high and a win could help Ford hold off Reagan
m the President's home state of Michigan, where llie former California governor
is reported coming on strong. The statewide popularity contest has no relation
to the delegate selection, which is done by slates in each of the three
congressional districts.
FORD, WHO TRAILS REAGAN 396-309 in the delegate count with .(47
uncommitted, observed Armed Forces Day yesterday with a speech at the
Washington Monument. The President used the occasion to counter one of the

issues thai Reagan has been stressing by reiterating thai the nation's "defenses
arc strong and we wilt keep them slrong
Reagan, meanwhile, observed the day quietly in I ON Angeles.
Ciossovcr voting, which seemed to help Reagan in Texas and Indiana, is nol
allowed in Nebraska, which should give Ford one edge
But Reagan may have an advantage m the race for delegates Reagan workers
have been advertising the dames of delegates pledged to theii candidate since
early in the campaign bul Ford's slate campaign chairman opposed such
advertising as against state tradition, and the President's slates have only been
publicized fur the last week
THERE ARE II CANDIDATES on the Dcmociaiic ballot in Nebraska, where
the secretary of state can list anyone thought to be a serious candidate. But the
contest for (he 23 delegates is really between Cartel and Church, who entered
the race laic and made Nebiaska the site of his first niajoi effort.
Hi.ii effort has made the Idaho senator the locus heie foi the stop-Carter
movement. Church, who hopes to pick up delegates ihioughoul the West, had
headquarters in seven Nebraska cities and stall" memheis estimated he spent
S 1:5.000 in KM Mate.
Carter, on (be other hand, spent two days in Nebraska, and spent an estimated
S40.000 there.
CHURCH DID SOME last-minute campaigning in Nebiaska yesterday.
emphasizing his contention that Carter is soil on the issues
Caiter spent llie day at home in Mains. Ga., but there was a significant*
development in his campaign with the announcement thai he would meet Friday
with AFL-CIO president George Meany, Meany. who had a telephone discussion
with Carter in March, has met with most of the other Democialic hopefuls and
has made no endorsements.

Home economics department split offered ;
reports of faculty discord given as reason
By Dennis J. Sadowski
Staff Reporter

I

A move to split llie University home
economics
depart men 1
Into five
sections has been proposed, amidst
reports
that
department
faculty
discord is a reason for the pioposal.
The Beta S00, an annual push ran race sponsored by the greek organizations
on campus,was held in the Union Oval.last weekend.
In the final heat it was Sigma Phi Epsilo.i dominant over Delta Upsilon with a
time of 1:47.5 seconds. Delta Upsilon posted a time of I :50.9 seconds.
In the sorority division. Alpha Phi nipped Gamma Phi Beta with 47.8 seconds.
Gamma Phi Beta clocked in at 47.9.
Only the four fastest times of the day qualified for the semi-finals in both
divisions. The fastest times of the day went to Sigma Phi Epsilon who registered
1:45 and Gamma Phi Beta, clocked at 47.0.
The Sorority spirit award went to Alpha Gamma Delta.

Economy budget cuts
foreseen for WBGU-TV
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
The provoit's office his issued a preliminary recommendation calling for a
SIO.OOOcul in University, funds allocated i<> the operating budget of WBGU-TV
(Channel 57) for the 1976-77 academic year.
The decrease, an economy move, must be approved by the Board of Truslees.
Dr. Sheldon llalpern. vice provosl for faculty affairs, VMlerdl} Mid the board is
likely to approve the cut.
WBGU-TV. winch receives about 40 per cent of its funds from the
Educational Genera] Budget, was allotted S.'5MJ00 by (he University in
1975-7(1. Of this total. $93,000 went lo the operating budget Most of the
remaining money was used to pay staff salaries
HALPERN SAID the cut docs nol represent a drastic decrease in total
University contribution to the station.
However, Di. Duane E. Tucker, director of broadcasting for Channel 57. said
the cut is substantial when compared to the $93.000 the University contributes
'to the operating budget.
"We haven't come lo grips yet with what this will mean to us." Tucker said.
He added that the decrease may result In some programming cutbacks, but no
personnel changes will be made
The station could make up the loss by receiving more money from outside
sources. Halpern said.
WBGU-TV receives the remainder of its financial support from private
contributions, corporate underwriting and grants from the Corporation lor
Public Broadcasting (CPB)
This year, the CPB grant contributed $145.7:5 to the station's total budget of
$980,000. Tucker said he is optimistic that this grant will be increased for
1976-77. "The plan is for the station to receive less University dollars and more
outside money." Halpern said.
The University has an obligation to support the station as both an
instructional center and a public broadcasting facility, according lo Halpern.
"From time to time, however, it's legitimate for us to ask what extent the
University is spending for public service and how much the public is
contributing." Halpern said
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The division of the depaitincut was
proposed
last
Wednesday
by
University Provost Kenneth W. Rolhe
and IV-.in David G. Klsass of ihe
College of Education.
Their proposal was the rcsuli of a
three-week study by Dr. Sheldon
llalpern. vice provost for faculty
affairs. Dr. Raymond K. Tucker,
acting
chairman
of
the
home
economics department and FJsass.
The plans must be reviewed by the
Education Council. Academic Council
and groups of the faculty and program
chairmen who aie involved before ihey
can be pul into effect.
MOST HOME economics faculty
members refused to comment on the
proposal. However, others agreed that
some members of the faculty can no

llie aide said only thai the two would
"gel together and talk."
"THERE'LL BE NO photographers,
and Meany will have nothing to say
afterward." said the aide. AFL-CIO
spokesman Al Zack.
Why0 "Because the AFL-CIO is
neutral and is taking no position until
after the conventions," Zack said.
Until recently. Carter has portrayed
himself as an outsider not beholden to
any of the traditional powers in the
Democratic party. But. since the
Pennsylvania primary, he has spent

"There has been a tremendous
traumatic discoid that has affected
leaching," said a faculty member, who
asked to remain anonymous. "The
department is extremely polarized. Di.
Tucker's effort to bring it together has
not succeeded."
"It's a frightening world I work in
over there." another faculty member
said, also asking to remain anonymous.
"Frightening," the faculty member
said, meant "a world of distrust."
Several
students
agreed
that
disagreements
between
faculty
members have been evident for sometime.
"I DO feel there is a friction among
members of the department and tint it
lias shown somewhat," one student
said. "The dcpartmenl has been hurt
by it. There is tension over there as a
result."
However, the student added, ihe
faculty docs not talk about theii

disagreements openly and they have
not shown them in class.
"Moil ol the faculty members don'l
gel along al all." anothei student said,
llie student said some of Ihe faculty
are upset thai students know about
llie
problems
between
faculty

THE PROPOSAL was made lasl
Wednesday
to allow lire home
economics faculty until this Friday lo
comment on Ihe plan, he said.
Rolhe said he has received several
letters from Ihe home economics
faculty members and there have been

members.

constructive suggestions.

Rolhe said he is trying lo "get the
home economics department willing to
accept ihe idea (of separation) in a
reasonable and realistic way." and thai
he is in the process of getting the
department's faculty to wink with
other faculty members.
ROTHE SAID no changes will be
made in the programs and courses
offered lo the students.
Changes will be complete by the
1976-77 academic yeai, he said.
A one to two year transition period
will allow the faculty lo adjust lo the
changes. Rothc said.
"There was no intention to have
people fired" or to alter programs lo
the students. Rolhe said.
"I honestly believe I am helping
them." he said, in proposing the
changes. The changes will allow each
individual faculty member to perform
positively, he said.

Under the proposal, the clusters and
faculty under each cluster will be
assigned 10 different areas of ihe
University. They include:
•-child and family studies moved to
Ihe educational foundations and
inquiries department;
■nutrition and food management
moved lo Ihe College of Health and
Community Services:
--resource
management
and
consumer
services
and
textiles,
clothing and design moved lo the
industrial education and technology
I If I I department; and
-■teacher education moved to the
IET department, division of home
economics education.
All :9 home economics faculty
members and between 60 and 70
faculty members overall will be
affected by the change, Rothc said.

City police move called 'unlikely'
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Although
the
Wood
County
Commissioners would like lo have the
city police department move into Ihe
new county safety building, the move
seems unlikely to occur.
At a special City Council meeting
last night. Mayot Alvin L. Perkins said
he dives not sec how the city can
afford to move into the new facility,
as the city's budget is very low.
"In
all
fairness
to
the
commissioners and the city, I say we
close the door (on the project) for at
least two to three years." he said.
"Then we can see if our (financial)
situation changes."
The previous City Council had
okayed a resolution authorizing the
police department's move to the new
facility. The present council passed
another piece of legislation two
months ago. however, cancelling the
previous resolution and stating that
the department would remain in its

Carter, Meany to meet in private
WASHINGTON (API - Democratic
fronlrunner
Jimmy
Carter.
maneuvering to close party ranks
behind his presidential candidacy, has
arranged a private meeting with
AFL-CIO President George Meany.
The two men. who talked once on
the telephone but who have never met,
will get together Friday in Meany's
office across Lafayette Park from the
White House.
An aide to the 81-year-old labor
leader, confirming the arrangements
yesterday, said Carter "took the
initiative" in setting up the session.

limgci function as a group, and these
disagreements
caused
llie
administration to consider changing
the depailmcnl.

much of his time trying to win over
uncommitted delegates and party
leaders.
LAST WEEK, the candidate won a
number of endorsements, including
that of United Auto Workers President
Leonard Woodcock.
Meany, who controls the AFL-CIO's
political activities, has met with all
Democratic presidential candidates
except Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace. Meany has said all but Wallace
are acceptable to labor.

present location in the old city
building at 175 W. Woostcr St.
County Commissioner John G. Ault
said the city's share of costs of renting
space in the county building and
sharing the county sheriffs facilities
originally was $58,983.75.
When the commissioners learned
that the city was in financial
difficulty.
Aull
said.
the
commissioners lowered the price to
S43.I82.
This reduction was possible, he
explained, because the commissioners
sympathized with the city's financial
position, yet they wanted to see the
police department move into the
county building.
"We were even willing 10 waive a
few months rent." Commissioner Paul
W. Ladd said. "We realize you have a
problem, but we believe this project is
good for Wood County."
The city does not have many
operating funds and this is where the
paradox
begins.
Municipal
Administrator Wesley K. Hoffman
said. Although the city is short on
operating funds, there is a sufficient
amount of capital funds in the budget.
He said he thinks it makes more
sense to use capital funds to refurbish
the building currently housing the
department instead of using scarce
operating funds to rent the county

building.
"It's a difference of using capital
funds, which is spending money you
have," Hoffman said, "and of using
operating funds and spending money
you might not have."
Although refurbishing the old city
building to use as a joint police and
court facility would cost at least
$500,000, Hoffman said it will solve
the problem of what to do with at
least one of the city's existing
structures.

"There is just
here, but many
said. "I don't see
into the future
finances."

nol one problem
problems." Perkins
how we can project
and approach our

that he has unanswered questions
about the proposed move, but he does
nol think the move would allow the
police dcpartmenl 10 serve Citizens
better.

IT WOULD be a
mistake lo use
federal revenue sharing funds lo move
the police department to the county
building, llotinian said, because the
city has no assurance thai Ihe funds
will be continued after the next three
and a half years.
"At the rate operating costs are
going up. I'm afraid the cost (of
renting the county facility) will be
burdensome to us," he said. "If we
have our own facility, we can figure
our own expenses."
Hoffman said one of the reasons the
previous administration was in favor of
moving the police was that officials
thought money could be saved because
some personnel would work for both
the city and county in a dual capacity.
The city now has a radio dispatcher
who also mans the police information
desk around the clock, he said. Two
persons must handle these jobs if the
police department moves.

IF
THE
pioposed
move
is
impossible at Ibis time because of lack
ol funds, llie commissioners would
welcome lire city's police department
into the county building in ihe future
if there is sufficient room.

"I DONT see how we can save any
money on personnel," Hoffman said.
"At one time I thought there would be
a savings."
Commissioner Paul W. Ladd accused
city officials of not making a
conscientious study of the proposed
move and of "not wanting this thing
to work."
"People
are
sick
of
big
government." Ladd said. "How can we
ever do anything about that if we can't
scale it down in a small county seat
town?"
City police Capt. Galen Ash said
most city policemen want to stay in
their present facility. He explained

The proposed police department
move is not ihe city's most pressing
problem, Councilman Richard A.
Newlove noted. He said council must
reach a decision on whether to
refurbish the municipal court building
or to find a new location for the court.
"The commissioners are arguing
that we can afford to move the police
to the new county building," Assistant
Municipal Administrator David G.
Willmarth said. "But we can't afford
to move the municipal court over
there, and that's why we're not talking
about that."
Hoffman estimated the price of
renting space in the county safety
building for the municipal court at
$40-50,000 a year.

Weather
Cloudy
this morning and
clearing during the afternoon.
High in the low 60s. Partly cloudy
and cooler tonight and tomorrow.
Low tonight in the lower 40s.
High tomorrow in the upper 50s
and low 60s. The chance of rain
20 per cent today and 10 per cent
tonight.
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illegal spying
Fifteen hundred people currently are being paid up to S350 per
month in salary and expenses to provide the FBI with information
on the lawful political activity and the details of the personal lives of
US citizens. They are backed up by 1,200 non-paid "confidential
sources"which include bakers, telephone company employes and
landlords whose duties include reporting information which they
come across in the course of their jobs.
These details were released Thursday as part of a report of the
Senate Intelligence Committee's investigation into domestic spying,
prior to the release of its final report. The committee in that report
should take a hard stand to suggest an adequate and effective means
by which to oversee and regulate all organizations conducting
domestic intelligence activities.
The report also revealed that informants had also participated in
illegal acts. One informant on the Ku Klux Klan said that he
sometimes joined In attacks on civil rights demonstrators in order to
maintain his cover as a Klansman.
The committee's final recommendations must insure that domestic
intelligence organizations have the tools to operate effectively. The
recommendations also should absolutely prohibit the illegal activity
and the spying by informants into the personal lives of citizens and
the lawful activities in which they engage.

close the foreign bases
In another show of poor military skill, the federal government is
contemplating closing as many as 100 naval and air force bases in the
Unfted States to trim the defense budget.
Such a move would be disastrous.
The closing of those bases would mean the loss of thousands of
military and civilian jobs and the elimination of domestic revenue
during this time of attempted economic recovery.
This also would mean the virtual disappearance of dozens of small
and prosperous communities which have sprung up around these
military bases.
This loss of jobs, revenue and homes must not be tolerated.
Instead, the government should be encouraged to shut down some
of its superfluous foreign bases.
These foreign installations, (he international symbol of American
imperialism, are draining millions of US dollars each year.
The loss of even a quarter or a half of the bases abroad will mean
little difference to the military stature of the US throughout the
world.
The government should not close down its American bases, and
jobs and sources of incomes along with them, but it should instead
consider the discontinuation of unnecessary military installations
abroad.

WASHINGTON-lf Ronald Reagan
wins the Republican presidential
nomination he should, in gratitude,
ask Democrat George Wallace to be his
running mate.
Thai won't happen, of course. But
it makes good sense, ideologically and
politically, which is a lol more than
you can say for the presidential
primary mess dial has been inflicted
upon the country this year.
There obviously is something
screwy aboul a presidential selection
process thai allows Democrats who
prefer Wallace to desert him and their
own party hy crossing over into Ihe
Republican primaries lo vole for
Reagan in order lo slop Presidenl
Ford. How else do you figure it?
THE WALLACE crossovers are
doing for Reagan what they no longer
are doing for Wallace. And why is
that? Because die Alabama governor
has lost his political momentum tins
year. He's been routed by Democral
Jimmy Carter, along with the rest of
the brave entrants in Ihe parry's
primaries.
Come lo Uiink of it, if Carter gels
the Democratic nomination, maybe he
should show his gratitude by offering
the number two spot lo Wallace. The
former Georgia governor first gained
preeminence this year by besting ihe
once formidable Wallace in Florida,

Norih Carolina, and all points north
except Massachusetts.
The purpose of slate presidential
primaries is lo give parly voters a
chance to choose among die party's
candidates and pick Ihe one deemed
Ihe best qualified to serve in die While
House.
Thai chance to avoid those
smoke-filled back rooms of the
political conventions thus inspired .10
slates lo go ihe primary route in l°76.
But what are we finding?
ON THE Democratic side, only
Carter seems not to have run out of
voters, or money. Wallace and Morris
I'd.ill are still in Uierc. grimly hanging
on. hoping for miracles. Frank Church
and Jerry Brown are late starters.
Bui all the others, including Birch
Bayh, Fred Harris. Sargent Shriver and
Henry Jackson have bowed oul of the

By Rob Innes
Box I, University Hall
Guesl Student Columnist
Il has been almost a year since I
started attending BGSU and my
patience is al an end. I'm not
compalining aboul the dog crap on the
ground, or the offices that have only
one person who can do any one thing
but Ihal person is on coffee break
and/or vacation. It's little things like
lhal thai make college life so
interesting, so why should I make an
issue of it'.'
But there is an aspect of being a
student that is a direct threat to my
health and the health of all students
here. I'm refering to smoking in Ihe
dassrooml.
Not
only
is
it
inconsiderate and annoying, but
studies ha||* shown filial il is as
damaging lo ihe lungs of people who

are only in Ihe room with smokers, as
it is to the smokers themselves. Now I
don'I care if someone wants lo kill
ihemsclves-Uiat's Uieir business--! jusl
resent being taken along.
In a letter to Dr. Moore, I pointed
out Ihe fiagranl disregard for Ihe
regulation against smoking in Ihe
classroom and asked hi in lo take some
sieps lo enforce it. In reply he slated
that "smoking is not a "nght'. but
actually is a violation of die ngjits of
nonsmokers.' " But Dr. Moore wenl
on to say thai any attempt to enforce
the regulation, other than jusl
reminding people of it's existence
"would inviic resentment and pcriiaps
even make the problem worse."
Generally
speaking.
simply
reminding an instructor of the
regulation and pointing oul lhal many
non-smokers are mail;; physically ill by
the practice (headaches, burning eyes,
etc.) is enough to take care of the
problem. But in the event that il is
not, I would like to quote in full the
following letter. It is my hope dial
such prosecutions are not necessary,
but if such is needed lo emphasize the
gravity of the situation, I am moie
than willing lo pursue the issue.

imJBLE IN THE SOUTH

review
This letter is a response to David
Fandray's incompetent evaluation of
the Dan Folgelburg concert.
First of all. In reference to his
remark on Dan's attire. It wasn't a
black tie occasion! Since when have
blue jeans and flannel shirts gone oul
of style. Obviously. David came to this
concert in the wrong frame of mind.
He then went on to knock
Folgelburg's style of music, saying his
music was no more original than
"those pinned by the generations of
guitarists weaned on Neil Young and
James Taylor."
How Mr. Fandray. can you gel more
original than one's own work1 You are
definitely missing out on the
symbolism and creativity of Dan's
work. Listening to music with such an
anesthetic ear
must be very
monotonous. If he would come to
these concerts with an open mind
instead of a quota card to be filled
with red checks, we feel his
evaluations
of
such
talented
performers would be much more
realistic.
In another outlandish statement
David stated that "it was beyond his

ability lo analyze" why Dan was able
lo capture his audience's attention. It
has come to our attention that much is
beyond his ability to analyze, and we
furthermore state. David Fandray. thai
in our most humble opinion, the only
i.r .te you have is in your mouth!
Robin Gantner
80° Offenhauer Fast
Pam Brown
810 Offenhauer East
Becky Landoll
811 Offenhauer East
Diane 1 albert
805 Offenhauer East
Donna Schemmel
807 Offenhauer East
Jaynia White
806 Offenhauer East

dance
Kohl Hall's "Dance For Those Who
Can't" is moving ahead in full gear and
ready for its kickoff at 5 o'clock
Friday. Over 25 dancers have already
officially registered and plan to go the
entire thirty hours until the final gun
sounds at 11 p.m. Saturday the 15th.
Many prizes will be awarded to
couples who participate including: 1st

or none, as suils their vvjiim. They can
limit dieir entry lo Ihe beaut) contest
or
seek
delegate
ilatcs-oi
both-depending on Ihe slate's law
And. of course, there is no uniform
rule oi procedure.

THAT'S WHAT'S been happening
in Texas. Indiana, and Georgia during
Ihe past seven days. And it's almost
certain to happen again in Arkansas.
Idaho. Michigan. Montana. Tennessee,
and New Jersey, the remaining
primary slates where crossover voling
is permitted.
That's not the only thing wrong
with the primary process. As lamented
earlier in this space, candidate! arc
permitted to enter all primaries or one

Both men refused, laying the)
would slay with then respective
Republican and Democratic panics
But now it looks like Reagan, it not
Wallace, may get a chance lo have his
cake and cat il too. Which is noi
exactly what the Republican primaries
were supposed lo achieve

Just as grievous. I believe, is the I.id
thai stales allow voters i" CHI haHWS
for "uncommitted" dales ol delegate*.
That amounts to the parly bosses
saying they don't trust Ihe voters
anyway, not even in Ihe primary, MI
let's take oui unpledged delegates into
the convention where we can brtrkei a
deal tor die nominal ion
A year ago. Reagan and Wallace

weie being urged lo touu a "new
majority parly" of Republican
righi-wingers and ihe loyal remnants
of
Wallace's
old
Amcricun
Independent movement

Copyiighl. 107(t. Universal rreas
Syndicate/Detroit News

non-smokers' rights upheld by regulations

Dear Mr. Innes:
I have received your letter of April
28 concerning the University policy on
smoking in classiooms and what steps
may be taken by those who oppose
the pracbee of smoking in a classroom.
The BGSU Student Guide (P. .10)
stales the smoking regulation policy as
adopted by the Board of Trustees May
9, I9S9: "There shall be no smoking
in classioom, laboratory, or other
instructional room in any building at
any time. All persons altering any
classroom building or ihe library shall
confine dieir smoking lo the areas in
ihe respective buildings in which
smoking is permitted as clearly
indicated by official University signs
posted in the buildings and shall

LBTTers

primaries. With more than half Ihe
primaries still to go. the candidates
who were the most specific aboul the
issues of jobs, inflation and foreign
policy are no longer regarded as
serious contenders.
And Ihe candidate deemed by many
Democrats to be ihe most fuzzy on
issues seems almost certain to be die
party's presidential nominee. Was dial
what the primary process was intended
lo do'.'
On Ihe Republican side, il's been a
two-man contest righi front die start.
Bui the parly's choice apparently is
not going to he decided by Republican
voters alone. Wallace Democrats and
Wallace-leaning independents have
been invited by Reagan to crash die
party in order lo help him take the
GOP nomination away from Mr. Ford.
If you love Wallace, you'll like me.
Reagan tells them.

Prize: Clock radio valued at $70,
dinners al the Clock Restaurant, gift
certificates from The Clothes Tree,
School Kid's records, Niki's Bootery
and a special surprise!
Other prizes awarded include gift
certificates from Metamorphosis, TO's,
Alpine Village. Dairy Queen. L & K
Restaurants, and Larry's Golden Cue.
plus many more!
Special awards wdl go to the
"Sweatiest Couple" and the "Most
Entertaining Couple"
A sound system will provide the
tunes for the thirty hours and plans
call for beer to be sold to spectators.
Dancers are still needed to represent
your dorm, fraternity or sorority or
just show up during the dance and
boogie for a while.
If anyone is interested in dancing
simply call 2-4458 and ask for Jeff or
leave a message at 2-2639!
We would also like to especially
thank the BG News for providing
opportunities such as this letter in
which we can promote our event and
other charitable events in Bowling
Green are able to do likewise. Thank
you!
JefTAker

Chairman-Kohl Hail MD
Dance Marathon

religion
After reading the editorial page of
the BG News faithfully for four years.
I am amazed at the indifference people
have shown towards God and his
self-revelation, the Bible. MaYiy
different types of questions have
embraced the News, however, as I see
man today, the question which should
be asked is. how can I, a created being,
stand justified before my creator?
This question stands before all
others for it confronts man with the
fact that he stands guilty before the
law of God and thus is cut off from his
maker.
It is the answer to that question
that the Bible directs itself from cover
to cover. To stand just before God
requires complete obedience to his
law.
Disobedience
results
in
judgement. The Bible tells of God's
becoming a man in Jesus Christ. Being
God, he was able to be obedient to Ihe
law and being man his perfect life
would be a substitute to be judged for
the disobedience of men.

refrain from smoking in all other areas
of such building." To the best of my
knowledge, lliis policy continues lo be
in effect.
Section IV. B. of the Guide
enumerates those regulations that, if
violated, subject a student to possible
disciplinary action. Specifically, the
regulation noted in Section IV. B, 5
(p. 10) slates dial disciplinary action
may he taken for "Violation of
University policies or of campus
regulation! concerning die registration
of organizations, die use of University
facilities, or the time, place, and
manner of public expression." It is my
opinion that the Trustees' policy
regarding smoking in the classioom is
related to die use of University
facilities and. therefore, falls under
Section IV. B, 5 of the guide.
Section V, B, I. of die guide (p. I 2)
outlines ihose procedures to be
followed when an individual suspects
that there is a violation of the
regulations. Thai Section slates: "Any
student, University employe, or any
Other person may report suspected
violations of this Code to the Dean of
Students." Because of changes in
personnel
functions, reports of
suspected violations of regulations
should be reported to Mr. Derek
Dickinson, Director of Standards and
Procedures. Room 450, Student
Services Building.
Therefore, the no smoking policy is
subject to university regulations and

you may icpori an) luspecled
violation in wrilmg lo Ihe Dneclor ol
Standards and Procedures. In reporting
the violation, you should include ihe
regulation that has been violated. Ihe

circumstances

surrounding

Ihe

Violation, and Ihe njiiie(s) of those
individuals suspected "i violating ihe
regulation
If Ihe
Dneclor of
Standards and Procedure! has reason
10 believe that violation did occur, be

may Institute disciplinary proceedings
as outlined in the guide. Section V. B.
I -.1 (pp. 12-13). As the complaining
parly, you would be called upon lo
piesenl testimony in any disciplinary
hearing.
Il seems lo me lhal individual
faculty
members
are primarily
responsible for reminding students of
the policy governing smoking in the
classroom. Given this. I would suggest
dial you first discuss yoiu concern
wilh the faculty member ill an attempt
to resolve what you perceive lo be a
problem I would also suggest lhal you
present your concern lo those students
who you believe are violating the
policy. In the final analysis, you may
icpori suspecicd violation! if you feel
die situation cannot be resolved in any
other way.
if you have fuilhei questions
regarding diis mallei, please feel free
to contact me.
Bob Airowsmilh
Acting Coordinator ol Studem Services

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes and encourages all letters to the editor. Letters
may comment on other letters, columns, editorials or may address any
subject a student, faculty member or other reader feels the need to comment
on.
We ask, however, that all letters remain in good taste and in accord with
the laws of libel. No personal attacks on another person will be allowed.
The News maintains Ihe right to edit or reject letters and columns.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten and triple-spaced.
All letters and guest columns must indued the author's name, address and
telephone number and be signed. They can be dropped off or mailed to the
BG News, 106 University Hall. Letters are subject to verification.

How does this help me? By faith. I
claim that the life Christ lived is mine
and that my broken life was credited
to him at the cross. Thus, I can stand
before God not only pardoned or
forgiven but just. The law says don't
do this and don't do that and 1 can say
that since Christ did not do them it is
as if I never did. I present to God the
life of Christ as my own and his death
as my punishment.
What relief there is in knowing that
I am restored to friendship with my
maker. What cause for happiness in
knowing that the enmity which
existed between myself and God has
been taken away. The life of another is
what makes this possible.
Since it is the perfect life of Christ
that is now mine, there is no need for
despair for God accepts me as he
would Christ. Christ met all that the
law required of me. It required
obedience: Christ was totally obedient.
It
required payment
foe
my
disobedience: Christ made that
payment. Having done nothing, 1 am
given everything-justification before
the law of God.
ChtpHeim
415 AN. Main St.
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Tenants told of deposit rights

day in review

By Debi Stovall

From Associated Press Reports
PRESIDENT FORD pledged yesierday
that US armed forces will have the
weapons to "give America a mighty
power" to defend iisdf and help build
world peace.
Ford made the promise in > speech
prepared for delivery at a ceremony on
the Washingtiat Monument grounds
marking Armed Forces Week.
Some of the latest US militaryweapons were on display at the site.
Ford recalled the words of George
Washington that "lo He prepared for war
is one of Ihc moil effectual ways of
preserving the peace
The President, ecli ir>g i ihcme thai
has become an Issue in his primary
campaign
againsl
Ronald
Reagan,
declared the nation's "defenses aie strong
and we wil! keep them strong "
Ford said the "character of a nation's
soldiers and their commanders deter mines
military strength more than any other
single factor."
Ford promised to give them "the finest
tools this country can provide...We will
give them the means to do the job."

THE INVESTIGATION of alleged
abuses by the FBI and t"IA enters a new
phase this week when the Senate opens
debate on how best lo keep an eye on the
intelligence agencies.
The Senate is expected to establish a
IW« intelligence committee. But whether
it will have the power to maintain
meaningful watch on the intelligence
agencies remains to be seen.
Four Senate committees now have
some oversight on the CIA and FBI. The
Appropriations Committee watches both.
the Armed Services and Foreign Relations
committees watch the CIA. and the
Judiciary Committee keeps an eye on the
FBI
Bui recent investigations indicale none
has kept a very close watch.
• The proposal due to come before the
Senate would create a select committee
on intelligence composed of 12 members,
three appointed by the chairman of each
of. the four committees: now having
jurisdiction over the intelligence agencies.

ANTIBUSING FORCES in Louisville.
Ky„
arc
turning
away
from
demonstrations and arc offering to make
an instant millionaire out of anyone who
Can Hid couit-otdcred busing for school
desegregation by having it declared
unctxistitutional
Frustrated by dwindling participation
in marches and demonstrations, leaders of
the major antihusing organizations here
gathered during the weekend to announce
their change in tactics.
From now on, they say. emphasis will
be on raising money for an "American
Freedom Fund" and not on massive
demonstrations.
There will still be antihusing marches
and rallies, said Bill Kelleniian. head of
Citizens Against Busing, hut "for the
most part the days of organized marching
and street protests are over."
Kellerman explained Sunday that SI
million will be awarded unconditionally
to any person who succeeds in having
forced busing ruled unconstitutional.

A SENATE PANEL investigating fraud
in military meat purchasing heaid
testimony Monday that one meal-packer
made up to SI')2.U00 a day in illegal
profits by substituting tough for tender
cuts of beef.
The substitution of knuckle for
sirloin-tip butts was disclosed by Edward
Kchl. former supervisor for the
now-defunct G&G Packing Co. of Boston.
Kehl testified that the"substitution was
never detected by young, inexperienced
military inspectors.
Four present or former military meat
inspectors admitted receiving gifts, bribes
and favors, including the services of
prostitutes, for refraining from nitpicking
and not creating disputes at G&G and at
Blue Ribbon Frozen Foods of Hamden.
Conn.
Sen. Lawton Chiles (D-Fla.). chairman
of
the
Government
Operations
subcommittee on federal spending
practices, said the situation discovered in
the Boston area is not "just one isolated
case."

YASHIO KODAMA. alleged kingpin in
the Japanese part of the Lockheed
scandal, was charged yesterday with
violating the foreign exchange law. The
indictment was added to tax-evasion
charges lodged earlier against the
right-wing power broker.
In the Netherlands, the dairy
newspaper Algemeen Dagblad reported
that a government commission has
cleared Prince Bemhard of allegations
that he received $1.1 million in Lockheed
bribes.

.

City tenants have some
protection in retrieving their
security deposits when their
rental agreement is ended,
according to Robert C.
Pollex.
Bowling Green
attorney.
An Ohio landlord-tenant
law states that a landlord
must return the tenant's
security deposit within .'0
days after the end of a

But according to the paper, the panel
found that Bcrnhard. husband of Queen
Juliana, must have known that his
associates were gelling payoffs. A Dutch
government
spokesman
said
the
commission's reporl had not been
received yet and he could not confirm the
newspaper accounl
The new indictment against Kodama
said he failed to get the required
permission
under
Japan's
foreign
exchange regulation* lo receive S1.47million in May 1973 from John Clutter,
former president of lockheed's Japan
office. Conviction on the charges could
bring a maximum prison term of three
years.

rental agreement. If the
landlord deducts any or all
of the deposit for past-due
rent or damages, a list of the
deductions must be sent to
the tenant.
The Ohio law also states
if the deposit is not
returned, the courts will
award the tenant the
amount
of
money
wrongfully withheld. If a
forwarding address has been
left hv the tenant, the

tenant will be awarded
double
the
amount
wrongfully withheld plus
attorney fees.
BECAUSE students may
lose some or all of their
deposit to cover damages.
Pollex said it is wise for
students to have several
witnesses
inspect
the
premises before moving in
and when leaving to prove
when damages occurred.
Damages can be a

1

subjective thing, according
to Pollex He said what i
landlord claims is damages
ma) not be claimed by the
tenant as damages In these
circumstances, Pollex said
guilt can be difficult improve
it a tenant does not
receive some oi all of the
deposit anj thinks there i>
no evidence foi couri
action, the tenant should
first lr\

10 negotiate with

the landlord, he said.
If the tenant is still
unsuccessful at his attempts.
a small claims court is the
nexl step if the total claim
i- less ihan S.'OO. The
tenant can have an attorney
write to the landlord and
tile a cause of action
lawsuit
llowevei. he said, a small
claims courl is quicker and
less expensive than luring an
attorney.

Radioactive waste control seemsfeasible
WASHINGTON
(AP)-The safe managenieni
of radioactive wastes given
off in increased nuclear
energy
production
is
feasible, according to a
federal govern mem report
issued yesterday.
The report, prepared by
the
Energy
Resources
Council, also states that
radioactive waste volume is
small, when compared with
oilier waste products, and
that "even substantial costs
that could be required for
careful disposal of such
wastes
will not
have
substantial impact on the
cost of electricity."
"The means exist for

WHAT'S COOKING m (he kitchens of
Ohio Siaie University?
Drum slicks and hot dogs, both made
from fish-driimfish lo be exact.
Drum hot dogs'
"It"s been highly accepted." says Prof,
Wilbur Gould of Ohio State University
"We use tomato paste lo make it red and
il contains no chemical or artificial
products."
The unusual seafood Ireats are part of
an attempt lo find commercial uses for
the drum fish, caught m large numbers by
commercial lisheimen and promptly
thrown back into the waters of Lake trie.
Gould and his research sludents at
Ohio State are trying to change the
altitude that gives the species its
nickame of "trash fish."
They've developed a process for
grinding up the fish, removing the bones
and making it into any of four
products-drum Itickl, drum halls, drum
pasie and diuin hot dogs.
Gould said the project began when
fisher men
came
lo
Ohio Slate,
complaining that this seemingly useless
fish gels into Ihcii nets wheiher they like
il HI not,
"They have lo lluow it hack or do
something with il." says Gould "In Lake
Erie, which has more fish in il than all the
other lakes combined, I 5 million pounds
of drum fish go lo waste every year."

reducing to a very low level
of risk each step in the
process." said Commerce
Secretary
Elliol
L.
Richardson, the council's
chairman. "I don't think
anyone can say it is reduced
10 zero. hut...we can say we
are dealing wild a lower
level of risk than in other
areas
of
e n eig >
production."
RICHARDSON,
testifying before the Joint
Atomic
E n c 'r g y
subcommittee
on
environment and safety.
said thai mistakes m dealing
wilh nuclear waste over the
past .'0 years have not

produced health or safety
problems, "but with the
benefit of technology and
experience, we should do
even better in the future."
His optimistic outlook
was countered by Tom
Cochran of the National
Resources Defense Council,
who said in an interview:
"It's one thing to say it is
technologically feasible to
manage ihe wasic products,
but history is not with
them."
Pointing to four tailurcs
in dealing with uucleai
wastes. Cochm said no
advancement! have been
made in
the nuclear

indusiry since the Pugwash
Conference, an International
group of scientists that

reported HI 1973 that the
disposal problem remained
unsolved

Newsline to begin
Newsline. ■ complain! and consumei problem service
of the News, will premier tomorrow Questions dealing
with ivisi about anything undet the sun will be answered
in this new weekh column Scud youi question! or
complaints to: Newsline. Ihe BG News. UK. University
llall.BGM 43403
Ihe News is working in cooperation wilh local service
organizations and the Student Consumei Union (SCU),
winch has two hotline numbers I724J248OI 3724)238.
Students are encouraged lo use SCLTs hotline numbers
for consumei complaints rVnsweri to frequent problem
will be pinned in the News,
When calling Newsline, dial 372-2693, weekdays.
during normal business hours,

Sign-up for placement interviews set
Because of a small
number
of
business
schedules for the week of
May 24. there will not be a
business sign-up this week.
The schedules will be
hanging in the rear sign-up
area in the Placement
Office. Sign-up for school
interviews will be held 4-5
p.m. Thursday in the
Forum. Student Services
Bldg. A data sheet must he
turned in at that time.

JANET
GUTHRIE, after
being
sidelined two days with a bad clutch hub.
broken oil line and burned piston in her
Vollsicdl-Olfy. made history yesterday
by booming the first woman to drive a
race car in practice at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway.

Those signing up for
interviews must complete a

standard data sheet for each
organization with which
they wish to Interview.
BUSINESS
May 25

Revco, Systems analyst
trainee: B'business with
strong analytic skills in
computer
science
or
Information systems.
SCHOOLS
May 19
Marysvillc Fxeni. Village,
Marysville.
Secondary:

•••••••••••*•••*

But there was no jubilation.

Another problem in a seemingly
endless series of setbacks halted her
historic ride after just six laps. And the
race car. with the frustrated rookie
clutching the low rope, was hauled back
to gasoline alley with another burned
cylinder.
"It fell JUSI line while il lasted," the
38-year-old said back at the garage, where
she changed from her blue and white
racing outfit into some work over-alls.
"I didn't get a chance to get the tires
warmed up. I only had llial one lap ai
152 miles pei hour, so it was mainly a
warm-up ride."
Guthrie pulled hack into the pits
briefly after the first iwo laps, then went
out again for four more before shutting
off the engine coming down the main
straightaway.

J NOW LEASING t
*
FOR
*
JSUMMER QUARTER];

THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL is facing a
staggering increase in hiker use and
development pressure, according to the
executive director of the National
Appalachian Trail Conference.
Paul Pritchard, in a speech to the
Maine Appalachian Trail Conference, said
that trail use has grown from an
estimated 500,000 hikers in 1968 to 4
million last yeat.
Pritchard said that private land on
which 60 per cent of the 2,000-mue
footpath is located, used to be largely
family farms, but is now being bought up
for
subdivisions
and
commercial
development.

I

Secondary: vocational food
services, English and/or
reading/speech.
Special:
learning disabilities/behavioral disabilities, cducahle
mentally retarded (t-MR).

Special Rates
2 bdrm. furn. opts.
* Laundry Facilities, Lounge,
* Air Cond. & Ample Parking
*
u
288-1462
J 710 7th St.
352-1778

¥

t¥

¥
¥

*•••••••••••••• *
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The Spudnut
Coffee Shop

I
B

FREE ,/2 Dozen Donuts
witn Every Order
NFFD ONE DAY
DAV NOTICE
-NEED

I

HOURS: £a.m.-3 p.m. Mon—Thurs. and Sat.
6a.m.-l p.m.; 7p.m. - 10p.m. Fri.
8 a.ra-12 noon Sun.
1616E. WOOSTER
352-9150
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA

a

I

May 20
Mi

Healthy

City,

Cincinnati.
Secondary
math. English journalism,
industrial arts inul arts),
art. I.FM. coinputci science.
Wesi
Holmes
District,
Millersburg
Citizenship
required. Special: EMR II
Bd.: K-8.K-3, l-s. K-s. 1-8.
Secondary : l-nglish fasslstanl
football coaching,

Vaiulalia-Butler
City.
\ indalia.
Secondary:
guidance counselor, ind.
.ins.

MI

(elementary),social

studies
I limit
six),
Combination: English with
social studies, science with
math oi English or social
simiies. Elementary: el. cd.
with reading concentration
(minimum oi two courses),
limit six. Special: speech
and hearing therapy, reading
specialist.

May 25

PI KAPPA PHI

annour ices its officers and brothi jrhood
ARCHON
TREASURER
WA RDCN
•iFCRFTARY
HISTORIAN
CHAPLAIN.
I.F.C.

THETACHI HOUSE

DONUT CAKES ANY SIZE
DAVID JAMES, 5(>, a retired business
tycoon from Guernsey. Channel Isles,
who doesn't know whom to leave his
money to when he dies, asked yesterday
for help from readers of Britain's Daily
Mirror.
"How can you give to the poor?" he
asked. "Il's like throwing a bucket of
water into the sea...Religion is losing
influence...I'm reluctant to contribute to
a cathedral spire."
"I have a wife who is well provided
for." he said. "I have everything I ever
wanted in life-cars with chauffeurs and a
yacht. What would happen to all this if I
were to die tomorrow?"
"This is not a stunt." he said. "I want
to create something that will endure."
Guernsey is an island near the French
coast with low taxes and loose links to
Britain.

math/Latin, library and
educational media (I.EM).
Elementary
education
(el.ed.) el. cd. with coaching
football limit of live el. ed.
Lima
City.
Lima.
Citizenship
required.

John Anderson
Frank Call
Greg Ferrall
John Hilton
Ian MocKenzie
Mark Moore

Kevin Stward
David Burbridge
Mark Damherger
Ceaia Andermn
David Hill
..Bob Wilcox
.. Bill Ragon/BIII Ftdele

Kevin Lotosky
Ron Perry
Lynn Radabatigh
Tom Terbiian
jim Tock
Bill Webb

Alan Beat
Rod Farthing
Tom Gadus
Tad Holtsinger
Clark Mamie
Don Meyers

Ion Parton
Jeff Preg
Tom Rimer
Pete Weise
Chip Leckwav
Reed Weis

ATTENTION FRESHMEN OR SOPHOMORES

FALL 1976 QUARTER
Thinking of Teaching as a Possible Career?
Then Consider
EARLY SEMINAR IN EDUCATION
(EDC0 200)
• conversation with teachers
• viewing of videotapes
• discussion of current educational issues
TWO CREDIT HOURS-ONE EVENINO PER WEEK
LOOK FOR COURSE LISTING IN
THE FALL 1976 SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY

loos

IS

$ DOLLAR DAY*
QUARTER POUND

CHEESEBURGER PLATTER
Enjoy a quarter pound of freshly ground beef and
dairy fresh cheese on a toasted sesame seed bun,
on a platter with cowboy fries and crisp cole slaw

Good Only
MAY 11. 1976

$1.00

Roy Rogers

oj-fj Family Restaurants

10:30 a.m.

300 E. Wooster
3741 Woodville Rd.
Bowling Groan
Norihwood

ore SI 37
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Most Stores

OPEN
24
HOURS

<Nm reierve ih. riatlt 10 limit
quantities. Pries ft Hems
effective at Kreeer in
Bewtkif Oman Mot. . May
10, 117* thru Sun.. May
18, 1978. Nona told to
oaalari.
Coeyrlfjlt 197S.
Tha Kroeer Co.

CIO*** MatVlafflt S«iu»«*v To IA M
netN SUNDAYS9AM TO 9PM
f.ioitdl'M twnda.
Tot A M Mo"M>

King's convicted slayer's appeal refused
CINCINNATI (AP)-An
appellate court says that
James Earl Ray's contention
he pleaded guilty to the
slaying of civil rights leader
M.i11iii
Luther
King Jr.
because he anticipated his
case being reopened later "is
at best highly implausible."
"ll is more likely that he
simply
reasoned
that
a
shrewd attorney might find
a
way
to overturn his
conviction regardless of the
voluntariness of the plea."
said
(he 6th US Circuit
Court of Appeals yesterday
in rejecting Ray's appeal for
a new trial.
The unanimous decision

|f | KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON 11
Frozen Trosicana

ORANGE JUICE

concluded
that
federal
Judge Robert B. McRae of
Memphis. Tenn. was correct
in February 1975 when he
. refused the appeal following
an evidentiary hearing into
the
conduct
of
events
leading lo Ray's March 10,
1969 guilty plea in Shelby

12-0,
Can

County, Tenn.
RAY'S

Limit 2 With Coupon I *5 Additional Furchaia

ATTORNEY.

James II. Lesar, contended

IMCtPTBIfH WiNI li I U.AHf iriShlUHIH
COUPONS WITH PUNCHASt RCQUIRIMINrS

ABORTION
•125.00

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
Pricas good MOM., May 10. 1976 thru Sun., May 16. 1976 at
Kroger in Howiinq Green. Subject to applicable ttata S> local
ta*ei.
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BUY ONE CARTON
**-/% I
OLD WORLD
WOPI n ft
YO^IIOT
•fZIrn
OLD
8 AT
oz YOGURT

AT THE REG PRICE OF .41 PER CARTON
AND GET ONE FREE
Price* good Mon.. May 10, 1976 thru Sun., May 16, 1976 at
K'ogai m Bowling I'.IMII. Sub|act to applicable ttata f, local
taxes.

800-3621205
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Antaeans.

Tuesday, May 11, 1976

Betsy & Bob, we didn't
forget you. Congrats on
your
DG-Sigma
Chi
Laveliering. The Sisters.

"Brainstorming" & Fantasy Workshop Rm. 320 Stud. Serv.
Bldg. 3-5 p.m. Free & open to tha public.
Active Christians Today Fellowship meeting Commons NE
7 p.m.
Judo Club practice/workout
p.m.

Rm. 201

Hayes 7:30-9:30
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BUTIK0TM1
EYES acset"
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ONLY LET IN

TNESOOAL

PERSONALS

LOST: Silver ring w/dark
stone; letters PR engraved
on
stone
Initials
RKJ
engraved on inside. Reward.
352-0887.

Dear La, Happy Birthday to
the one I love! Dee.

I

Drivers
w/car
apply
in
person Crusty's Piua Pub.
532 E. Wooster.
Barmaid 21 or over, part
time. Call 287-3270 Mr.
Reno.

EMPA
Emotional
&
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M1F 1-3
p.m. T.. W.. Th„ 6:30-9:30
p.m.

£aa\ itam'i?^-

9 TUNA^

Expert typing. Reasonable
rates. 352-7305.

Kroger

CHUNK TUNA

44

ilAINCNECK" POLICY
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed tor your total satisfaction regard
lest ol manufacturer II you are not satisfied Krogei will replace your item
with me same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money
W. afcio guarantee that w* will do everything in our power to have ample
lyejajQJaa of aM advertise I spexials on our shelves when you shop for them
II due to conditions beyond our control, we run out of en advertiaed apecial.
w* wtM substitute the tame item in e comparable brand (when such en item
is eveWeblel reflecting the aama savings or if you .ireter. give you e RAIN
CHECK" which entitles you to the same edvertised speciel et the seme pnee
any time within 30 days

«W

WAYNE
APTS.
DELUXE 2 BDRM.
FURNISHED APTS.
APTS. AVAILABLE
FOR FALL
CALL FOR APPT.
372-0052
IFNO ANSWER
CALL 352-3029

724
Sixth St.

WANTED
F. rmmte. needed, 2 bdrm.,
him., apt. near Towers.
77.50/mo.
util.
Incl.
352-6640.
2 m. rmmts. needed 4 sum.
2 bdrm. furn. apt. $30/mo.
Beta
House.
6th
St.
352-6114 Bob or 352-5690
Steve.
For fall: f. rmmte. - 2bdrm.
apt. near campus. $80/mo.
372-4214.
F. rmt. for summer qtr. own
rm. In beautifully turns, apt.
Call 352-7319.

Apartments & 100ms fall &
summer lentals 352-7365.

Eunies Bar. Happy Times.
Thurs. 812 p.m. 809 So.
Main St.

ERA
RALLY
May
16
Springfield. III. For more
info, call 372-2281 1 & 3
p.m.
Eunies Bar. Happy Times.
Thurs. 8-12 p.m. 809 So.
Main St.

Greg F. Thanks for all your
help as the first Pk Kappa
Phi Aichon. Best of luck
next year at West Point.
Borthers of Phi Kappa Phi.
Miss
BGSU
contestants:
Many
thanks
from the
photographer.
THANKS to all the Borthers
& Little Sisters of Tau
Kappa Epsilon for the help
& support during Public
Service Week. Beat & Bud.
A special Thank You to the
TKE
Public
Relations
Committee.
Joe,
Garry,
Tom, Dave & Bud. Fantastic
Job. The Beat.

TKE little sisses are proud
of our
Brothers
for a
successful
Public
Service
Week-Proving once again
that
TKE
is
truely
UNIQUE.
Congrats 4 Thanks to Joe &
Mark for a job wall dona on
Public
Service Week. A
super job by superTEKES.
Love, the little Sisses.
Brothers Bill Gregg & Greg
Stayer on being tapped Into

Preferred Properties tenting
for summei & 'all. Special
summer rates $300. Call for
info. 352 9378.
2 bdrm apts. 352-1800 01
352-4671.
2 summer subl. own bdrm.
Close 352-6656.

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED

Can

^|
,»

iei.ro

HELP WANTED

Pritat good Mon.. May 10. 1976 thru Sun., May 16. 1976 at
Krogar in Qjpwling Green Subiact to applicable ttate A local

TUNA

M

■jaj

a

T

-0

X

by Garry Trudeau
SHesaeeNimwm
THE PBMMJES A6UN!
HKNOUimiteWf
VtemtMSeOKPHAHM
LA. UIHA etofam
ACOMT!

w ... B> c. ,j4- •■ lee And nth*. Coupons W.IH Purchase He,..,., ■men■•

y&

1:

DOONESBUHY

Alpha Epsilon Delta PreMed. Honor. Meeting Rm. 222
Math-Sci. Bldg, 7:30 p.m. All members please attend!

Pn.n qood Mon., May 10, 1976 tnru Sun,, May 16, 1976 at
Kroger in Bowling Graan. Subiact to applicable ttata A local

•1.08 lb.

-

B

'■;

13 rVorubstion
cwoponenu
10 Teaae
33 WiBUr mo
11 Gri^eeajeHr
i-,th .1 1
25 Central Europaaarrew
.* l h^k auce
37 Antetope
.■* A spsctlsf Quart
Mf
29 Science dee;
33 Armedtae

Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice Rm. 201 Hayes 5:30-7:30
p.m.

Limit 2 With Coupon I »5 Additional Purchaie

KROGER REG
OR BEEF SLICED
BOLOGNA

J;

****** «.*>«.*>*. a.

*

KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I

• •.•!>• »-•

10
11
13

s

I

-

IO VOIIII AHt A

Kroger Grade A

LARGE
EGGS

9

,

11

CALL TOLL FREE

38* lb,

Pricat good MOD., May 10, 1976 thru Sun.. May 16, 1976 at
Kiogai in Bowling Green. Subjact to applicable state & local

f>>l*

induce Ray to plead guilty,
and that Ray understood
the
stipulations
of
his

S

1
>■

, ANfsT F*ciLiries AND
Mnni IIN ri i IINHJIM s

FRESH

ky

THE DISTRICT found
thai
Foreman
did
not

41
43
U
«;.
49
. 51
53
53
M
57
59
•1
•3

7

■

$M
1-24 week pregnaney
terminated by
Lieenwd (ivneeolngist

C--«

i mil ORE coupon fta FAMLI

TURKEY DRUMSTICKS

they

5
«

■
i

. 1

B

Star ling Hale

Klc« <
a M(KI., May 10. 10/c thru Sun., May 16, 1'i/c .it
ogei in itnwiing Groan. Subject to applicable ttata & local

■ II

said

disapproved
of
the
fee
arrangement between Ray
and the lawyers based on
publication profits, but said
this did not prove he did
not receive a good defense.

I n

Pre****
Fair
ANarUeteaU
Cheer. i»
Zamot.
Return
Dioao s
anoUkar
FartMnaJ •oee>
i utter
Wuard. oM
style
Suff.a in chem
letry
C.ktirsd
C eel
Heroeasd

V

.-

ABORTION

Limit 1 With Coupon I *6 Additional Purchaaol
,. .

defending him.
The judges

AIMS AVAILARLI
(O'HSUMMLK
705 7th STREET

691

8

from
books
case than in

l
3
3
4

-' rr

IT

r-

B

1

M

DOWN

17 Star ui Cyajmia
IB Indian print.**
la "Peter Pa*'
30 CoaehMfe
31 Bui Mm*
material
33 BU«»Q->
H ran-Ian opera
35 Contents of e
pot
2S Karl* aonng
forest ftowth
30 Kind of moth
H Seaport of
Israel
33 1-ueu itean
35 Fet

t-

1

M
II

daehea

3 SET

1

1

i'

352-6293

1% 63V

I'Minil!;, !

Refreshing

profiteering
about the

as Pate..*
HiiiiMlim
*4 New ZmltM
parrots

U Ceen-ea

F-

4

DELUXE
2 BDRM
FURNISHED
APTS.

^J

LIMIT Mf COUPM PMa IFIHHLT

;

King,
The lower court ruled
Ray had not proven that
Foreman, or Ray's previous
attorney
Arthur
llanos.
were more interested in

1

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 OtMCWft
6 Aalaa mah
10 Cosipofas

Director J. Edpir Unmet
that
there
was
no
conspiracy.

noted he did not necessarily
agree with US Atty. Gen.
Ramsay
Clark
and
FBI

I first-degree murder guilty
plea as explained by Judge
Preston Battle, but that Ray

HAMPTON
HOUSE

SANDWICH
BUNS
ejjk, -l^f J

Ray did not fatally shoot
King in Memphis, Tenn. on
April 4, 1969. Lesar argued
that Ray, serving a 99-year
jail term, was coerced by
farmer
defense attorney
Percy Foreman into a guilty
plea and that Ray had been
'framed. However, Lesar said
he
had no information
about who actually shot

Fender Music Master Bass
guitar, good cond. $50.
Fender Bassman Ten amp.
Exc.
cond.
$250.
Call
372-4652.

Best rate in town 2 bdrm.
a/c.
641
3rd
17 7/mo.
352-4380. Avail, now.

25" Raleigh
Exc.
cond.
353-9234.

1 bdrm. furn.. a/c, very
nice.
near
campus
&
up-town.
$155/mo.
plus
elec. Summei or 1 yi. Ph.
352-8035.

Grand
$130.

Prix.
Call

1974 Honda 450. Roll bar
& 2 helments. Exc. cond.
352-2712 evenings, after 5.
AM-FM 8 track in Dash
made by RCA. Brand new,
$100. 352-7107.
Westinghouse Refrig. Dorm
size.
Ex.
cond.
$110.
372-4851.
"71 Yamaha 360. Needs a
little work. Call 352-9173.
1975 C.B. 400F. Honda
Super Sport Low mileage,
ex. cond., extra's $1,150
firm. 352-2572.
Sony-T.C-270 Reel to Reel
tape recorder. 2-3497.
TR-6 1973 Sun/fun; am-fm,
custom
bumpers:
419
collect
473-2267
or
531-4314.
FOR RENT
Nice 2 bdrm. fum. 10 x 50
mobiiie home w/air avail,
summer
qtr.
next
to
campus. Opposite Towers.
352-7484.
2 bdrm. 2 baths new furn.
apt.
for
summer.
Call
372-5067.
CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
505 CLOUGH ST. (Behind
Burger
Chef)
CARTY
APTS. 311 E. Merry St. (IV,
blks.
from
Towers)
2
bdrm.-4 man apts. (will
place 1-2-3-students into an
apt. to fill 4 man apt.)
Summer rates for 1-2-3-4
students. 352-7365.

Apartments & 100ms lall &
summer lentals. 352-7365.
FOR
SUMMER
521
E.
MERRY. NEAR UNIV. 2
BDRM, 4 PERSON, FURN,
A/C, FREE CABLE. WASH
& DRY AVAIL. ENTRIE
SUMMER
$300
PLUS
ELECTRIC. JUNE 18 TO
SEPT. 5. 352-6489.
SUMMER APARTMENTS.
352-4671 or 352 1800.
FOR
SUMMER
256
S.
College. Apt. A. fum.. 3
bdrm. June 15-Sept. 15.
Total rent $325. Deposit
$75. FOR SUMMER 256 S.
College, Apt. B. furn.. 2
bdrm. June 15-Sept. 15.
Total rent $300. Deposit
$75.
Call
352-3611
or
352-6489.
Married couple: 1 bdrm.,
fum., apt. $160/mo. pd.
util. 352-0143 after 4.
Nice 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt.
(Rock-Ledge) to subl. for
fall. 352-5908.
SUMMER RENTALS. WE
HAVE
VARIOUS
SUMMER RENTALS AT .
REDUCED RATES AVAIL.
JUNE 18-SEPT. 5. CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
352-5163.
Room for rent. M.
352-8676 after 6:30.

only

University Village & Courts
fall apts. avail, office open
11-3 daily, 235 Mercer or
call 352-0164.
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New Italian tremors cause more damage
UDINE. Italy (AP)-New
tremors jolted
northeast
Italy
yesterday, toppling
weakened
houses
and
damaging
a
national
museum. A rainstorm added
to
the
misery
of the
displaced thousands living in
tent cities.
The
press
survivors

and
said

some
the

government's rescue efforts
had been inadequate and
badly usganiied.
No new casualties were
repwlcd from iwo sharp
iremois
recorded
early
yesterday.
The
national
police in pjtomc listed the
death
toll at SI5, .but
• employes
in
the office
-coordinating rescue work

local briefs
ftape program
University Police Director Dale Shaffer ami Lt. Dean
Gerkens will conduct a program on rape prevention at
11 a.m. tomor'row in the Commuter Centei.

Marketing club

here said i|4 bodies had
been recovered and 400
persons were missing.

treasures
would
be
transferred lo a safer place.
The damages in Cividale

AN
OVERNIGHT
rainstorm
lumed
llie

added lo a lengthening list
of ail works and historic
monuments ravaged by the

Students for Stanton. a group working on ihe
senatorial campaign of US Rep. James V. Stanton. will
have an organizational tlMMfal| at X p.m. tonight in 116
Business Administration Bldg.
For more information, call 372-5559.

Talent search
The deadline loi application! for the May 20 Great
American Talent Search with Ted Mack has been
extended lo 5 p.m.. fiidas The application fee is SIO.
which will be refunded if the act is inn chosen. Cash
prices of SIOO. $50 and $25 will be given lo fust, second
and third place winners respectively. Panicipants will be
judged by audience response and a panel of judges.

Advisory board
Students Interested in serving on the l')7(ii"77
Student Advisory Board of the Personal Development
and Life Planning Cenlei should sign-up tins week in .•'()
Siudcnl Services Bldg
Interviews will be conducted by piescni members
from tv'> p.in Monday, May 17.

ancient churches and, thus
jeopardize
their
eventual •

restoration,

of hot food in tent camps
set up by the Interior
Ministry.
Condilions
appeared to be betler in
camps organized by the

military.
Dr.
Salvo
Catania, a
physician serving a lenl
camp in Gemona. said:

VIRTUALLY ALL the
ancient castles and lowers in
the
area
were reported
damaged
or
destroyed,
including the lamed caslles
of Gemona and Colloiedo
The
towers
of
several
medieval
c li u re lie s

churches and
oilier old
buildings. The officials said
the
museum's
Roman
remains and medieval art

collapsed.

Northern Italian villages
including
this
community, of Forgaria
suffered
from
new
earth tremors damaging
homes, churches and a
national museum. The
new jolts forced many
inhabitants to reside in
tent
villages.
|AP
Wirephoto)

"There
was
no
organisation at all when I
aimed.
There
were no
diugs. no squads searching
for survivors and injured for
24 hours. We had lo light
fires in the middle of fields
lo sew iliem up."

Movie projectionist's work viewed os challenging

Marketing Club will be holding its last meeting of the
_year 'tonight at 7:.?0 in the White Dogwood Suite.
Union. Election of officers lor the 1976-77 academic
year will be held.

Stanton meeting

earthquake and some 50
aftershocks.
Ail
experls
urged rescue workers not lo
disiurh
the
rubble
of

crowded lenl cilics into
lakes of mud. Officials ->.nd
thai some :5,(KK) peoplefleeing
collapsed
or
thrctiencd homes were now
living in tents.
Officials reported httV)
ilamage lo the National
Aicheological Museum in
Cividale
del
Eiiuli.
an
ancient
Roman
city
10
miles fioin this provincial
capital.. as
well
as
lo

The
complaints
from
survivors centered on the
unsanitary conditions, lack
of organization and absence

By Bob Bortel
Makeup Editor

Near!)
aver) one
has
enjoyed J drive-in movie
sometime In then lues
Drive-ins attract everyone
from the family lo the
teenage couple, but few
people have ever seen the
person responsible for ihOH
111 in s .
Ihe
ino\ u-

and

"I wanted a job that
would
give
me
some
exposure
to
the
film

projectionist'! presence is
the image on llie screen.
One of these
"hidden
is

He has been working as
the drive-in's projectionist
since llie ouldooi movie
season started in early April.
Geei
slid he had been
looking for a job related lo
his
majoi .
visual
communications
technology .

projectionist.
The ml) evidence of the

people"

Student,
Brett
A
Geei.
junioi' and llie weekend
projectionist al the Portage
Drive-In,

indusln." Geei
Interested

Univeiait)

in

said. "I'm

film

making

and
I wauled lo Icon
something about film thai
the
classroom
couldn't
leach you."
He
{aid
special
qualifications
needed for1
the job included an interest
in
film.
opei.iiion.il
knowledge of small movie
projectors
and
some
experience
with
splicing
film.
Even though die audience
nevei sees llie projectionist.
Geer said lhal any mistakes
in his pan are very evident.
"One lime I forgot to
lock (he reel on die machine

and half way ilnougli n fell
off. The film broke and llie
reel became denied."
The
audience
immediately
icactcd
by
blowing their horns and
blinking their lights, he said.
He said he quickly placed
lire
red
hack
on
the
piojcclK
and
ran
the
broken film, resulting in
only a short delay in Ihe
movie.
"The golden rule of being
a projectionist is gel it back
going as fast as you can
regardless if n's the righl
way or not.

r»lkt

University.)

offering a new scholarship fund fa veterans. Applicants
for llie 1976-77. academic ycai should apply al 305 or
450-A Siudeiu Services Bldg
Applicanis must hive .i 2.5 overall giade point
average. The scholarship will he awarded on a financial
need basis.

"Butley.'' a sal ire on llie British university system,
will be presented al 8 p.m. tomorrow
at llie Joe h. Blown Theatre.

through Saturday

Tickets are available weekdays from 11 a.m. lo 3 30
p.m. at the box office in University Hall. Admission is
S2 lor adults. SI for children and mgli school student!
and 50 cenis for University student!.

NTIRE STOCK SLEEPWEAR
Tues. only 20% off

LACEY STOLES
Tues. 30% off
KEY CASES
30% off
YARDLEY MAKEUP
40%-50% off

BOUTIQUE KLEENEX
Tues. .45
Reg. 1.65

Open till 9:00 P.M.

3U SomJm £uff
525 Ridge St.

SUMMER RATES
Furnished Efficiencies
FROM $75 MO.

1 Bedroom Furnished from SUM) mo.
2 Bedroom Furnished from SI IS mo.

Call or stop at

"Being a piojeclionisl is
ihe olhei end of Ihe
movie industry, It's valuable
In me in lhal I'm exposed
.HI

"I enjoy It, 1 like 10
watch movies. Il gives me a

lo ihe product." he said.
"My aspiration! lie in lire

chance 10 evaluate lliein. I
often find myself watching
llie movies wilh a critical
eye. telling myself where I
miglii change them "

production aspects, though,
not III ihe marketing areas.
"As Ihe old saying goes,
ihere is nothing like starling
from Ihe ground up."

including Dennis C. O'Dell as ihe Iwisled Butley: Thomas J.
Kosiei as Ins proiege Joey Keysion; Lynne M. Mabus as ihe

Students who always wauled to see Ihe private drjei ol
iheii
professor! should see the University Theatei

psychological games because although "almost all of the
cast are experienced actors, these character! ate ones they
have nevei done before."
She also said ihe oast woiked with experts in different
areas of Brilish life to correct accem and lifestyle habit!.
Dutrcau-Perky said she has a "really terrific" cast.

determined Edna Shaft; Carol I Cox as Butley'scstiangcd
wife. Anne, and John (' Countryman as Keysion's friend.

production of "Butley" this week.
The award-winning put) by British ptaywrighi Simon
Gra) explore! the psyche of a Brlthh univenlt) professoi
who used 10 he a good teacher, hul now avoids siudenls.
According lo directoi Sandra Duncan-Perky. Ihe play is

.. THE PL4V IS concerned witli the psychological action
in a seriestrf relationships. ull-domiualcd by-Ben Bulky.
""who vcry*\BTIf(illy manipuIafe<**f*oplc .intern! him...he
plays games with ihem."
Dulieau-Perky said ihe play is a black comedy which
laughs al "ihe professional hypociisy of the lip service given
lo leaching."
She said llie call woiked a greal deal lo understand the

¥

t¥
¥

Ridge Manor

u

519 Ridge St.

man

t 4 man
*
*

*
*

•290 - 9Vi mo.
270-12 mo.
•320 - 9Vi mo.
300 - 12 mo.

fully furnished
- all utilities paid
CALL 352-0717

*

*
*

*
*

f
i
*
*

$***********+******#•*****

Tomorrow Night!

All the $>
Pizza and
Salad you
can eat
Family Night Buffet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

SUMMER
LEASES

*¥

8th ST. APARTMENTS
803 815 8th St.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
WITH AIR CONDITIONING

¥
t
* ¥
l LEASING FOR FALL | ¥
*
* ¥
*
*

Keg Nullail.
Dulreau-Perkey said the play is ihoughl-piovoking. and
act! as a minor lhal "point! al the ugliness of our society
and the daikcr sides of oiusches."

****************

higher education

¥

t¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

t

•130 PER MONTH
PLUS ELECTRIC

RIDGE MANOR
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
»115 PER MONTH
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS
•130 PER MONTH
FOR 3 OR 4 PERSONS

CALL 352-0717

t¥

CLA-ZEL
BOWUNG CWIN OH
PM JU IJtl

¥
¥
¥

ii
¥
¥
¥

t¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

TO TM MST Of LOOMY TUMS
Introduced by ORSON WELLES

STARTS WEDNESDAYI
Co-itorrtrvo: ELMER FUDO*, DAFFY DUCK*,
TWEETY-PIE *. PORKY PIG*. SYLVESTER *. and moro
ol your ravorito Loonwy Tune* Characters.
(£)»«., t,n« pamt itrs
CM>KI«fl(£)l«wr<« ►« !»'»

*JL**************#

SPECIAL FOR FALL
WINTHROP SOUTH APTS.

Children
under 6

&*>

it

3 People
2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
FOR THE PRICE OF
2 BEDROOM 1 BATH

EAST WOOSTER STREET
(Across from ilu- football stadium)

'ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PARTY ROOMS'

ALL
SEATS!

".'
induces laughter |uat as assuredly aa
JAWS' Induces gasps ... hllarioua ..."
— Washington Post

2FOR1

Call 352-0717
224 E. Wooster for lilt

enjoyable film dewing, he
said,

complex characters and lo make the play's selling
authentic. Site said they used lechniques such as

*

Tuesday's Specials

Apart from a few panicky
moments, the |oh usually
allows foi an evening of

hill lhal his future plans are
HI olhei areas of llie movie
indiislry

By Beth Rooney

4-im.if4.4.if.if.4.4.ifjf.it.4.if4-**f¥*>f**4^

'Butley'

job." Geer said.

Geei said he views his job
as projectionist as a way lo
nuke some extra nieoney.

'Butley' -- thought-provoking satire mirrors reality

"an exaggeration...! larger-than-life deprecating satire on

Vets scholarship

"As hwig as I don'l heai
ihe horns honking,al lenl I
know I'm doing an adequate

OFFER GOOD MAY 3RD THRU MAY 13TH

-
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Late loxer surge jars Buckeyes
By Greg Smith
A Mutant Sports Editor
While every other Falcon squad was
loiing, the Bowling Green lacrosse
team seemed to be following suit on
the "Black Saturday."
But that wouldn't have seemed right
for 10 seniors making their last
appearance after posting a 3°-6 mark
before the Ohio State battle.
Trailing 7-4 going into the final
period, the Falcon laxers made a
remarkable comeback in the fourth
quarter to take a 10-7 Midwest
Lacrosse Association (MLA) victory
over the Buckeyes.
FRESHMAN ATTACKMAN Lenny
Sadowsky opened the fourth period
scoring and senior Dave Favorite
tallied soon after to cut the deficit to
7-6. And the momentum was on the
Falcons' side.
"After scoring those two quick

goals, I think Ohio State started
heading for the freeway," Favorite
said.
The Buckeyes probably should have
headed for I-7S after Jim Macko
flipped a "behind the back" shot past
a surprised Buckeye goalie John
Szakmary. Macko's goal knotted the
game at 7-7.
"We scored on low percentage shots
and missed golden opportunities,"
Falcon coach Jim Flaunt said. "I'm
very proud of these kids. I've known
them for four years and it Is going to
be tough to replace them."
Senior Steve Cabalka, who scored in
every 1976 contest, tallied the winning
goal with a hard shot in front of the
net. Jeff Woloshyn, the Falcons'
leading scorer, tallied twice late in the
game to give the Falcons their ninth
win in 10 outings.
"We showed our pride oul there
today," Cabalka said. "This is a great
way to finish a career. I love Jim

• (Plaunt) and Mickey (Cochrane) and
the whole city of Bowling Green.
Before I came to BG, I thought
lacrosse was in Wisconsin. I never
knew a great game like this existed."
CO-CAPTAIN Paul Collins, who
scored once and had one assist, said,
"We were down in the first period
when they took a 51 lead, but we
came back for the first time in our
careers."
The Falcons' other co-captain. Matt
Kenny, was largely responsible for
controlling 16 of 22 faceoffs in the
MLA contest for BG.
"When things got going our way.
there was no stopping us," Kenny said.
"We finished our careers in a proper
way, winning a great game. I'm going
to remember this one for a long time."
Bowling
Green
outshot
the
Buckeyes, 62-33, while Brand Closen
recorded five saves for BG. Szakmary
had 18 saves for Ohio State.

Cards play spoiler role
which had ideas of winning the MAC afler sweeping Miami.
5-1, and 4-1, Friday.
FRIDAY'S WINS left BG just one-half game behind
front-running Eastern Michigan. Bui then the Cardinals put
coach Don Purvis' team right back where it started the
weckend--2'/S games behind.
"We Hew our chances of winning the league Friday with
two losses al Toledo, so we just kind of figured that we'd
be the spoilers," Moyer said.
The 177-pound grappler is playing baseball for the first
season in four years. For 5 2/3 innings, he had the Falcons
hitless, while fanning eight. Then, he walked (he bases
loaded and was lifted with the no-hitter still intact.
Bui relief pitcher Randy Myeis surrendered a two-run
single lo Garry Kohorst to break a 3-0 shutout in the sixth.
The shutout would have been the first whitewash for BG in
24 games.
The Falcons threatened in the last inning, but could do
no damage. It was a disheartening 9-6. 3-2 Cardinal sweep.
"I WAS disappointed dial I didn't get the no hitter, but
Ihis is the first time I've thrown in four years," admitted
Moyer, now 3-1. "I was worried afler watching them (the
Falcons) swing the bats in the first game. Young, (Kip) in
particular."
Young started the weekend off by using jusl 78 pitches
in besting the Redskins. 5-1. Young, now 10-1 this year and
36-5 career wise, didn't walk a man and took just 85
minules to complete Friday's opener.
Larry Owen's three-run homer, his seventh of the season,
over the rightfield fence in the second frame was the
needed punch for Young lo coast on.
In the nightcap, Jim Joyce was jusl as effective as he
five-hit Miami. The hustling righthander fielded four
puiouis. two assists and whiffed seven batters.
BUT THE YOUNG and Joyce victories were evened out
against Ball State. Gary Kite was shelled in the first inning
of the opener, in which the Cards zoomed out lo an 8-0
bulge. Kite yielded five of Ihem, and reliever Stu Thiede the
other three. Then. Thiede settled down and didn't allow a
hit for six innings.
BG got homers from Jeff Grolh (fifth of season) and
Young lo fight back within two runs, 8-6. But...
"We didn't play real well and didn't gel many breaks."
Purvis said. "We had Ihe bases loaded in the first inning and
two on in the fifth (in the second game), bul each lime
they were able to get out of the inning.
"A base hit here or there would have made the
difference."
But a base hit didn't come, except for Kohorst's long
single in the nightcap, and die Falcons were spoiled twice
by the spoilers.

Bowling Green travels to Ann Arbor, Mich, today to face
the Michigan Wolverines in non-league play. Mike Oleksak,
Ed Stacey and Dan Hipsher are expected to see mound
duty for the Falcons (30-11).
By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor
It took a Iwo-timc Mid-American Conference (MAC)
wrestling champ to lei the Falcon baseball learn in on a
secret.
Ball State's Stu Moycr, alto a pitcher. nearly twirled a
no-hitter al Bowling Green in the second game of
Saturday's douMeheadcr al Warren B. Sldler Field.
Although Moyci was yanked before lie could complete
(he. game, he capped off a sweep over the Falcons, a club

Netters win one
Cliffhangers. nail-biters, hcarl-sioppcrs-whalever
you waul lo call them-ihe Falcon ncllers had their
share of them this weekend.
All three matches they played Friday and Saturday
were decided by a 5-4 margin. Bui, Bowling Green
came out on top only once.
The lone Falcon victory was Saturday morning
against Ball State University (BSU). Later in the day
the University of Cincinnati (UC) shaded BG and
Friday the University of Toledo (TU) won
"It was disappointing this week." Falcon coach
Bob Gill said. "We just weren't as sharp as we should
have been."
The most optimistic result of the weekend for the
Falcons was the play of all three doubles teams. BG
lost only two of the nine matches played.
BG's Rob Dowling and Brian Duller al number
two doubles won all Ihrce of their malches and
increased their win slreak lo 11.
The number one learn of Glenn Johnson and Tom
Olson and the third team of Doug Dennis and Dave
Trimble each iriuniplcd twice.
BG could not win more thin three of the six
singles matches in any one dual nice!. which they did
against BSU. They won two against TU.and only one
in the UC match
Johnson was the only Falcon to win all three singles
matches. He beat Toledo's highly touted Tom
Dimofsky in slraiglu sets.
But only one other BG net lei. Olson, was able to
win at least two matches. All of his matches wenl
three sets.

Cinderwomen top Ohio Relays
By Sue Caser
Sports Writer

field of 12 participating
Ohio learns.

"There is nobody bcltei
than we are in the state of
Ohio."
. , That is what a contented
Bowling Green women's
track coach Dave Williams
said after the Falcons took
first place in Saturday's
Ohio Twilight Relays at
Ohio
State
University
(OSU).
The women thinclads
placed in every event except
the javelin as they amassed
160 points. Host OSU was
second with 141 and Kent
-State was third with 65. in a -

FRESHMAN
standout
Deb Romesk copped three
of Bowling Green's six
first -place
finishes
and
anchored the winning mile
relay team. She took top
honors in the 100- and
400-meter hurdles with
respective tunes of 16.5 and
66.7. In Ihe 440-yard dash
she recorded a winning lime
of 58.6.
I lie record-selling mile
relay team of Romesk,
sophomore Jan Samuelson,
junior Lynn Heckman and
•senior
Slanene Strouss-

lapped several teams with its
winning time of 4:03.6.
Other first-place finishes
included junior Lorna Miller
in the discus with a toss of
111 feet and sophomore
Jenny Gill in the long jump
with a 17-9% leap.
"The. team finally put it
all together." Williams said.
"They all worked hard and
it paid off.
"I WAS A little worried
before the meet began
about how we would do
because OSU was first last
year," Williams added. "But
when we finished one-two

in the first event 1 knew we
would do well."
BG also placed in the
high jump as Lee Wallinglon
cleared
4-10
for
a
third-Dlace allowing. In the
shot put. freshman Pain
Koelh, making her first
appearance for the Falcons,
took second with a throw of
36-2 and sophomore Kalhy
Hodkey finished fourth
(34-7).
"I am very, very pleased
with the results of the
meet," Williams said. "It
was a nice feeling to beat
the Buckeyes and actually
be able to say "we're
number one in the state' ".

Senior co-captain Matt Kenny struggles to gain control of a faceoff against Ohio
Slate Saturday as teammate Dave Favorite (18) looks on Kenny was largely
responsible for controlling 16 of 22 faceoffs in the Falcons 10 -7 Midwsl I across*
Association victory. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan (
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Thinclads clinch 1st losing season in nine years

BG drops baton, MAC dual meet
By Bill Estep
Sports Editor
A baton wasn't the only
tiling Ihe Bowling Green
track
squad
dropped
Saturday
afternoon
al
Whit laker Track.
Although I misplaced
baton exchange cost the
local
thinclads valuable
pointt in the 400-meter
relay, the Falcons diopped
something lugger -a 86-77
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) dual meet to Ohio
University (OU).
The loss leaves BG with I
1-4 dual meet seascai record
and "clinches" the Falcons
first losing campaign since
1967, when Mel Brodl's
men wenl 2-4.

Following surprise entree
Tim Zumbaugh. who also
won the 5.000 meters in
14:55.3, victory in the
steeplechase in a season-best
9:16.5. disastei struck the
BG relay fortunes.
AFTER SENIOR Jerry
Johnson broke oul with a
quick lead leg in the
400-meter
relay.
Brian
Storm
couldn't
handle
Johnson's exchange and the
baton wenl crashing to the
track-Mid along with it five
important points.
"I just didn't have a grip
on it (ihe baton) when Jerry
lei
go."
Storm
said
afterwards. "I'll jusl have to
redeem myself later."
And that he did-bul il
still wasn't enough for die
Falcons.

Over the weekend
Men's golf
The Falcon men golfers finished in an eighth-place
lie among 22 teams al Michigan Slate's Spartan
Invitational Friday and Saturday.
Sophomore Gary Treater paced the Falcons in the
36-holc tourney with a 152 total (76, 76). good for
18th place among 132 individuals.
Read details of Ihe tourney and the upcoming
conference championships in Dick Rees' story in
tomorrow*! News.

Storm raced to his third
straight dual double victory
by
winning both the
100-and 200-meter dash
events.
THE JUNIOR speedMc.
lowered
Ins
NCAA
championship
qualifying
time and equalled Ins own
existing school record in Ihe
100 with a wind-aided 10.3
clocking.
He returned two events
latei lo capture the 200 in
21.2. But OU. as it did in
the 100. look both second
and third places and eight
points.
Bul another supposed
"sure thing". Ron Taylor in
the 400-meter dash, didn't
materialize. Taylor, who
hadn't been beaten in a dual
in the event all season,
pulled up lame in ihe 400
and finished second lo Oil's
Greg Fuqua In 49.2.
The BG captain has been
slowed with a cyst behind
his right knee and spent
most of Ihe meet with ice
packed on the leg.

TAYLOR ALSO faded
In the mile relay .i^ Ohio's
anchorman Bruce Greene
pulled away In win In
3:18.4.
Ihe
Falcon
foursome.
winch
also
included Boh Hoskins, Ivnt
Emmanuel and Dan Dunlon
finished in
'■ I'l.'i. h
marked the second slaiejil
meet ilui the Falcons lost
both relays
Joining
Slorni
and
Zumbaugh in the BG win
circle, meanwhile, were
Gary Dejardins In the
1,500-mciei run (J:5u.4j;
Jeff Opell m the pole vault'
(14-7 .V4): and
Ron
McGrudci in ihe high jump
(6-6)
Greene, an uulooi and
ouulooi NCAA qualifier.
also
won
both
the
110-inelei Inch (14.11 anil
400-melci
Intermediate
(53.7) huidle evenls.
The Bobcats, as expected.
dominated the weight events
outtcoring iheFalconi 304
and taking the lop two
icoring
spoil
in
ihe
hammer,
javelin and shot
put.

EVERY
TUES.WED
SPECIAL

Spring grid game
Tailback Dave Preston rushed for 124 yards and
linebacker Jeff Smith hauled in three interceptions lo
pace die Orange to a 20-10 victory over the Brown in
the Falcon's annual spring football game Saturday at
Doyt L. Perry Field.
Doug Caprene's "Quarterback Transcontinental"
gained 42 yards by the Orange lo win the
News-Athletic Department sponsored "Great Pet Play
Contest". Read details in tomorrow's News.

Old Fashion Priced
at Rudy's

Haley to Dayton
According to Sunday's Toledo Blade. Pat Haley,
who resigned this year as University basketball coach,
will accept an assistant coaching post at the
University of Dayton.
Haley served two years as an assistant to head
Dayton coach Don Donoher before moving to BG six
years ago as an assistant.

ft«t 40* —.
With Rudy's «X?CI*I Muce. muii*vd
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RUDY'S HOT DOG
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SUMMER
JOBS, JOBS, JOBS
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2 bdrm unfurn. Apt.
utilities pd. exc. elec.
gas, heat & a/c, carpet
4 PM — close every Tuesday get a
Rib-Eye Dinner tor only $1.39- (Ae
(Reg. $1.78)
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SQUARE MEAL
SQUARE DEAL
1544 E. WOOSTER
352-0461

•220 - 9 mo.
•185 - 12 mo.
I
I
I

641 • 3rd St.
352-4380

11 VARIETIES
PANCAKES S WAFFLES
Own Tun. thru Sal. 7:30-*
Sundays 730-7 00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

doled Monday
412EattWoo*t.r

College trained men and women will be
considered to supplement our permanent
staff in district offices throughout the United
States.
These positions are full time summer
jobs. We are searching for applicants who
are ambitious, dependable and hard working..
Excellent opportunity for advancement.
You may continue to work on a parttime or full time basis next fall if you desire.
For district office address or for appointment with our local manager. Call Robbie,
after April 18th, 9 a.m. to 5p.m.. Mon .
thru Fri.

1-242-9597

